Demands Continue to Rise: China's Power Semiconductor Market Scale to
Surpass 290 Billion RMB, Says TrendForce
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Global market research institute TrendForce points out in its latest Breakdown Analysis of China's Semiconductor
Industry that, thanks to the large leap in demand of end markets such as those of new energy vehicles (NEVs)
and industrial controls , as well as the stockouts and price hikes of several products such as MOSFET and IGBT,
China's power semiconductor market has experienced a large growth of 12.76% to 259.1 billion RMB, with the
discrete component market coming to a size of 187.4 billion RMB, a 14.7% increase from 2017; the power
management IC (PMIC) market arrived at a size of 71.7 billion RMB, an 8% increase compared to 2017.
TrendForce analyst Royce Xie points out that power semiconductors still see an upward market trend in 2019
despite the trade dispute and other disadvantageous factors; it suffers less than other IC products do due to being
driven by demand. TrendForce predicts that China's power semiconductor market will reach a size of 290.7 billion
RMB in 2019, a 12.17% growth compared to 2018, maintaining double digit growth.
Thanks to China's policy of replacing foreign products with domestic ones and the stockout-induced rise in prices,
many of China's homegrown power semiconductor suppliers have performed spectacularly and are further
increasing in reach and pace. One such supplier is BYD Microelectronics, which rose speedily to stardom,
acquiring a market share of over 20% in China's automotive IGBT market due to poessessing an end-product
advantage, and broke into China's top three IGBT suppliers in sales amounts. MOSFET suppliers SinoMicroelectronics and Yangjie Technology enjoyed a large increase in revenue , and are gradually easing into the
IGBT market.
In addition, suppliers planning and constructing IGBT production lines include Silan Microelectronics, who is
constructing a 12-inch unique production line in Xiamen; China Resources Microelectronics, who is constructing a
12-inch unique production line in Chongqing; and GTA Semiconductor, who is working on its professional,
automotive-grade IGBT production lines. Concurrently, several suppliers are also developing SiC and other new
areas in materials technology, with BASiC Semiconductor already having mass produced and made available SiC
MOSFETs. The foundry, Sanan Optoelectronics, has also opened up its SiC production lines for orders; BYD
microelectronics has also successfully developed SiC MOSFETs, and will work towards a complete replacement
of silicon-based IGBT with SiC MOSFETs by 2023.
Looking forwards at 2019 from an end-demand point of view, NEVs are still the largest source of demand in
China's power semiconductor market. According to TrendForce's statistics, China is predicted to produce 1.5
million NEVs in 2019—a growth of 45% from the previous year—and the accompanying need for advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS), electrical controls and charging stations will bolster the market scale for power
components by 27 billion RMB. At the same time, the base station equipment required to establish 5G
connections and the speedy development of IoT and cloud computing (as a result of widespread 5G usage) will
bring about a long-running high demand for power semiconductors. Furthermore, plans for industrial automation
will continue their course, and related power supplies,controllers and drive circuits will continue to raise
procurements of China's power semiconductors.
On the supply side, although there will be 3 to 5 power semiconductor lines entering mass production in 2019,
predictions by TrendForce are pessimistic about the possibility of a significant recovery in the power component
stockout for the first three quarters in 2019, and it is expected that several suppliers will continue to raise product
prices. Considering the technological developments made by suppliers, SiC MOSFETs may further replace siliconbased IGBT in automotive sectors, while silicon-based IGBT may find developments in lower power, higher
efficiency applications.
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TrendForce is a global provider of the latest development, insight, and analysis of the technology industry. Having
served businesses for over a decade, the company has built up a strong base membership base of 435,000
subscribers. TrendForce has established a reputation as an organization that offers insightful and accurate analysis of
the technology industry through five major research divisions: DRAMXchange, WitsView, LEDinside, EnergyTrend and
Topology. Founded in Taipei, Taiwan in 2000, TrendForce has extended its presence in China since 2004 with offices
in Shenzhen and Beijing. For more details about TrendForce, please visitwww.trendforce.com
Major research divisions:
DRAMeXchange focuses on memory, storage and the consumer electronics industry including PC DRAM, Mobile
DRAM, Server DRAM, NAND Flash, SSD and smartphone.
WitsView offers comprehensive coverage of the display industry from upstream components, midstream panels/touch
modules to downstream system integrators, brands and channels.
LEDinside covers all aspects of the LED supply chain from upstream equipment/materials, midstream chip/packaging
to the downstream backlight and lighting market.
EnergyTrend specializes in green energy research, such as solar energy, lithium battery, energy storage systems and
xEVs.
Topology studies structural trends of technology industries in the Greater China Region and beyond, focusing on
semiconductors, photovoltaic technology, telecommunications, and IA.
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